Abstract-We define a distance between textures for texture classification from texture features based on windowed Fourier filters. The definition of the distance relies on an interpretation of our texture attributes in terms of spectral density when the texture can be considered as a Gaussian random field. The distance between textures is then defined as a symmetrized Kullback distance which is a simple function of the attributes and does not require any normalization. An experimental analysis using Gabor filters, and in particular a comparison to quadratic distances, shows the efficiency and robustness of the method.
INTRODUCTION
TEXTURE discrimination is basic in many applications in computer vision. Under its simpler form, the problem is to design a method to decide whether two given texture samples are similar or significantly different from each other. Solving this problem is necessary before passing to the higher level task of (unsupervised) texture segmentation.
The first step, in texture discrimination, is to find some quantitative description of a texture. Usually one chooses a family of texture attributes which account for the main spatial relations between the gray levels of textures. A good review on this subject can be found in [16] , [17] , and [23] .
In general, the texture models which underlie the attributes belong to one of two categories: either structural or statistical. In the first case, a texture is characterized by a family of primitives, and by the way according to which they are spatially organized (cf. [16] ). The second category involves the use of statistical tools and inference: gray level co-occurrence matrices [17] , [27] , graylevel-run-length statistics [14] , gray level difference [27] . A decorrelation method is proposed in [12] . A second-order moment method is presented in [7] , [8] , [27] , where texture features are derived from the Fourier power spectrum (FPS) of the image. FPS can be a measure of the coarseness and the directionality of textures.
After the early 1980s, random process methods are widely considered in computer vision [15] , [13] , [1] . Textured images are considered as realizations or samples of spatial random fields. Texture features are extracted by fitting random fields to image data. This encloses auto-binomial Markov fields modeling [10] , autoregressive Gaussian models and the Gaussian Markov models [5] , [6] , [9] , [19] , [20] , ….
More recently, Gabor filters, which constitute a particular class of windowed Fourier filters, have been used in image analysis: image compression [11] , [22] , textured image segmentation [4] , [18] . Gabor filters can extract the information of local spatial frequencies which provide structural features of the image.
The second step in texture discrimination is to define a suitable "distance" which is able to measure the difference between texture attributes. In [13] , the distance between textures is reduced from the statistical c 2 test. In [17] , a min-max decision rule for categorizing the texture images on their features is proposed. In general, a quadratic distance is considered, with normalization constants computed by a training phase or a "leave-one-out" strategy, [5] , [21] . However in an unsupervised segmentation, the nature and the number of the textures are a priori unknown, the training to compute the normalization constants (such as mean square errors) is not possible. One of the contribution of this correspondence is to define a simple distance between texture attributes which does not require any normalization coefficient. We shall propose a new method of texture discrimination using windowed Fourier filters, of which Gabor filters are a special case. The presentation will therefore contain two essential parts: the definition of texture attributes on the basis of the filtered images, and the definition of a measure of difference between them. The interpretation of our attributes in the case when the textures come from Gaussian random fields will lead us to the definition of our distance between texture features. We shall show that, in such a case, the attributes provide a kernel estimate of the spectral densities of the fields which can be compared using a (symmetrized) Kullback distance. The Kullback distance, which is natural in asymptotic statistics to measure the distance of two Gaussian distributions, will be expressed in terms of our texture attributes. We illustrate these definitions by some classification examples. In this framework, we are given C texture classes, and the problem is to classifying a new texture sample into one of these classes.
The organization of this correspondence is as follows. In Section 2, the texture attributes using windowed Fourier filters (and in particular Gabor filters) are defined and analyzed. The definition of a Kullback distance between texture attributes is given in Section 3. Experimental results including experimental comparison with other classifications are finally in Section 4.
TEXTURE FEATURES

Definition of Texture Features
In this section we define texture features for images using 2D discrete windowed Fourier filters which are of the form: Let S be a rectangular lattice, and X (S) be an observed texture image on S. We suppose that X (S) is extracted from a uniform textured image X defined on the infinite lattice ‫ޚ‬ 2 , and is centered (i.e., its gray level mean is zero). In order to simplify the notation, we assume that S is a square centered on the origin: 
We define the texture attributes by the vector
‫¢ޔ‬ is a discretization of the frequency domain ‫.ޔ‬ These attributes are discussed in the next paragraph, in which we show how $ f t may be interpreted as an estimator of the spectral density in the case of stationary Gaussian distribution.
Spectral Properties of the Texture Features in the Gaussian Case
We suppose that X, from which X (S) is extracted, is a Gaussian stationary random field of zero mean, i.e., X (S) is a realization of the marginal probability on S of a zero mean Gaussian stationary field X. We denote g r the covariance cov(X r , X 0 ), and f the spectral 
The proof is given in the Appendix. Note that (2) can be expressed as
where .
(S) (w) = Â u r u (S)e -i<u,w> and
Thus, $ f t is a regularization of the periodogram I (S) (a) with a kernel
However the periodogram (or called Fourier power spectrum [8] , [7] , [27] ) is not consistent [2] ; it "waves" depending on the image size and the area from which it is extracted. We can rewrite (3) as
From (2) and (3) (6) shows that $ f t will be close to f(t) if S is large: $ f t then is an estimate of the spectral density f which determines the probability distribution of the image and is the total texture information.
• If . is almost uniform, then $ f t will be close to the sample variance of the image for all t. This is equivalent, by (5) , to the fact that the mass of the window function g(s) is almost at the origin, or to r 0 Ϸ 1 and r u Ϸ 0 for u π 0, (by (2)). In this case, the texture attributes carry no more information than the empirical variance.
For a given S, the choice of a good size of the window function is therefore critical. The mass of the corresponding . should be as much as possible concentrated around zero, but not too much because this increases the variance of the estimate $ f (cf. (4)). Such a dilemma is classic in non-parametric statistics (cf. [24] , for example).
If S is not large, we have to choose a window function with a small range to reduceVar f $ e j , also in order to preserve the translation invariance principle. In this way, if S is small, $ f will be close to the sample variance. This corresponds to a natural rule: a texture image exhibits a clear structural behavior if its size is large enough.
It must be noted that the derivation of $ f t directly from the formula (2) is computationally costly for given weights coefficients r u . The computation is considerably simplified by using windowed Fourier filter approach.
Rosenblatt [24] considered estimates of the spectral density of a stationary time series using smoothing weight function. By the Proposition, we see that, as in [24] , if we change the window function g as S expands, such that the range of g becomes greater and greater but
will be a consistent estimation of the spectral density.
Case of General Textures
For textures which cannot be modeled by Gaussian random fields, part of the analysis above may remain meaningful. Suppose that X is bounded and X is a deterministic ergodic texture image: The 
The symmetrized specific Kullback distance is defined bỹ , , ,
c h c h c h, which yields ,
In practice, ~, k f f¢ c h can be estimated by an average of
j over a fixed finite subset ‫¢ޔ‬ of ‫.ޔ‬ This empirical average is denoted by D(f, f¢). Since a spectral density is symmetric about the origin: f(t) = f(-t), we can choose ‫¢ޔ‬ as a subset of the half set ‫ޔ‬ + of frequencies: ‫ޔ‬ + = {t = (x, y) OE ‫;ޔ‬ y ≥ 0}.
When ‫¢ޔ‬ is a uniform spatial discretization of ‫,ޔ‬ we have 
, ,
Let $ f and $ ¢ f be spectral density estimates of X and Y, computed from (1) by using windowed Fourier filters, the distance between textures is then defined byD f f $ , $ ¢ e j .
REMARKS.
1) This distance between textures is a simple function of the texture attributes, which does not require to estimate normalization constants, as a quadratic distance does. Indeed, the windowed Fourier filter at t OE‫ޔ‬ is sensitive to the spatial frequencies which are close to t. Moreover, for real images, the terms corresponding to low frequencies generally are more important than those corresponding to high frequencies, so that the energy $ f t essentially decreases as the modulus of t increases. But many different textures can only be discriminated from high frequencies. Thus, if no normalization is made for a quadratic distance, discrimination will work only on low frequency terms which sometimes may yield very poor results. 2) In the case of regular stationary Gaussian fields, the spectral density f contains no zero point, i.e., f(t) π 0, "t OE ‫.ޔ‬ So the distance D given by (8) or by (9) is well defined. In practice, in order that the distance between textures D f f $ , $ ¢ e j remains robust even in the case that an attribute $ f t is zero, we can threshold the texture attributes $ f t by a small positive value, which for example is the percentile 5% of the whole extracted attributes of the same frequency. 3) We have used these texture attributes and distance between textures to perform multiscale segmentation of textured images: first, the images are segmented at the lowest resolution, then the results are regularized at higher resolutions. The texture attributes are computed using Gabor filters. At a low resolution, the texture attributes are extracted in large windows, in this case, the parameter s of Gabor filters which can be considered as the filter range, is also large as described in Section 2.2. At a higher resolution, the size of the windows is small, s is then chosen small to reduce
Var f $ e j and the boundary effects in the extraction of attributes. Finally, at the highest resolutions, the size of the windows is too small, only information about gray level (gray level mean and empirical variance, for example) is used. The complete description of these applications is in [26] and will be published elsewhere. In the next section we focus on an experimental study in the simple case of a minimum distance classification.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
Texture Attribute Extraction and Database
We now present our experimental framework. We use the Gabor filters with axes ratio l equal to one. The parameter s which controls the effective size of the filters, is chosen large if the image sample size is large. More precisely, we define
where . is defined by (5) with respect to the Gabor filters of parameter s, and |S| is the image sample size; q(s) is a factor in the variance of $ f t (cf. (4)). In our applications, s is chosen such that q(s) Ϸ 0.01 and the boundary effects are small.
For example, s = 6 pixels for image size 64 ¥ 64 (then q(s) = 0.0094); s = 4 pixels for image size 32 ¥ 32 (then q(s) = 0.016). Fig. 1 shows the complete set of 16 distinct textures which has been used in our experiments. Each sample texture is stored as a 128 ¥ 128, eight bit/pixel digital image. The four textures in the first row were generated by Gaussian random fields, the remaining twelve textures were selected from the Brodatz album. Each image has been locally centered (the average of the gray levels in a neighborhood of each pixel is subtracted to the gray level value of the pixel). To simplify notation, we denote these textures in Fig. 1  in lexicographic order, by C 1 , C 2 , . .., C 16 . From each of these sixteen sample images, we extract 49 images of size 32 ¥ 32 (there is an overlap of 16 pixels between adjacent images). We calculate attributes from each extracted image using Gabor filters with s = 4 pixels. The spatial frequencies, which constitute the discretization of spatial frequency domain, are taken uniformly distributed in orientation and in modulus. We have selected four orientations (letQ = 0 4 2 3 4 , , , 
Minimum Distance Classifier
We follow a supervised recognition approach. In the following experiments, we want to compare the classification with Kullback distance to the classification with normalized quadratic distance, which is: (10) where v t are normalization constants which are computed from the training sets in each experiment. The centroid for each training set T i is the sample mean f i b g of texture features of the images in T i .
Classification Experiments
In the first experiment, each training set T i consists of 21 images, leaving 28 images for testing. For all t OE ‫,¢ޔ‬ the normalization con-
where f i t b g is the sample mean of the attributes in the training set T i of the class C i .
The result of this classification with Kullback distance is:
• only six misclassified images over 448, i.e., 98.7% accuracy,
• no class with more than two misclassifications.
Using the quadratic distance d, the result is:
• twenty-two misclassifications, i.e., 95.1% accuracy: nine misclassifications in C 10 (eight attributed to C 12 ), five misclassifications in C 16 , three misclassifications in C 8 .
This classification with the quadratic distance is less powerful than the previous one. In addition to that, the quadratic distance requires the estimation of a normalization, which is in general delicate and difficult to incorporate into an unsupervised framework.
In the second experiment, we reduce the size of the training set to only one image per texture, the advantage of Kullback distance is even more flagrant. In this case, normalization constants cannot be computed any more by (11) , since |T i | = 1, which yields v t = 0 from (11) . Thus, to get a normalization, for each attribute, we calculate only the sample mean f t based on all the training sets, the normalization constant v t is then calculated by (11) with f i t b g replaced by f t .
The result of classification with Kullback distance is (all images are test images):
• twenty-three misclassifications over 784 images: 12 (over 49 images) misclassifications in C 10 (11 attributed to C 12 ), three misclassifications in C 8 .
However, with the quadratic distance, in addition to the class C 10 , many images in C 7 and C 12 are misclassified:
• eighty-one misclassifications: 30 misclassifications (over 49 images) in C 12 , 20 misclassifications in C 7 , 10 misclassifications in C 10 , six misclassifications in C 6 , four misclassifications in C 5 and C 8 .
We also have classified the images with a quadratic distance without normalization, in such a case, there were seven classes in which more than 30% of images are misclassified.
CONCLUSION
We have defined and analyzed texture attributes defined on the basis of windowed Fourier filters. These attributes, which verify the translation invariance principle, have been estimated as a kernel estimator of the spectral density in the case when the texture may be modeled by a Gaussian random field. This has led us to propose the use of a symmetrized Kullback distance to compare such texture attributes. The experimental analysis of these notions has shown their efficiency and robustness. In particular, comparison to quadratic distances showed that our distance gave better results while remaining simpler. Moreover, the fact that our approach was essentially nonparametric makes it particularly suitable for unsupervised classification and segmentation. From this point of view, our method is an improvement to the numerous statistical parametric models which are considered in texture segmentation ([6] , [9] , [19] , …) in which the parameter estimation is a delicate problem. Our method is also a new method of second-order moments, providing a new way to incorporate such second-order moments into texture features using windowed Fourier filters. So we have proven the first part of the Proposition. We can then use the results on functional estimation, developed by Rosenblatt [24] to deduce the second part of the Proposition, the reader is referred to [24] for the detail.
